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Approximately 1 in 8 children in the United States are born preterm. Existing guidelines and research examine the cost of prematurity from the NICU stay and developmental surveillance and outcomes after discharge from the NICU. Preterm children are at greater risk for excess hospitalizations, outpatient visits, and societal costs after NICU discharge. Improved delivery of care and health promotion from the community setting, particularly from the patient-centered medical home, may result in improved growth, health, and development, with accompanying reduction of post-NICU discharge costs and encounters. There has been comparatively little focus on how to promote health and wellness for children born preterm, particularly for community-based providers and payers. Accordingly, health care delivery for NICU graduates is often fragmented, with little guidance on medical management beyond tertiary care follow-up. In this article, we use what is known about chronic care and practice transformation models to present a framework for health care system redesign for children born preterm. We discuss the rationale for NICU graduates as a priority population for health system redesign. Promotion of health and wellness for children born preterm who are discharged to the community setting entails population health management from the patient-centered medical home; comanagement, clinical care protocols, and clinical support from the tertiary care-based tertiary care-based center; and a favorable payer strategy that emphasizes support for chronic care management. Practical suggestions are provided for the practicing physician for the child born preterm as health care systems are redesigned.

Approximately 8% of births result in a stay in the NICU. Many admissions to the NICU are caused by prematurity, defined by 37 weeks’ gestation or earlier, which accounts for 1 in 8 (~450,000) children born in the United States each year. Preterm infants are at increased long-term risk for poor growth, chronic respiratory disease, and neurodevelopmental disabilities, particularly if they are extremely preterm and/or have very low birth weight. Many graduates of the NICU will require chronic care management after discharge, with needed services including frequent primary care visits, multispecialty care, and community-based early intervention services.

Health care reform initiatives are increasingly calling for targeted management and system redesign for patients at risk for excessive health care use, specifically hospitalizations and emergency department visits. System redesign for patients in need of chronic care management typically entails developing population registries of patients at risk. Such...
registries are then used to deliver intensive case management, create accountable care quality metrics, and develop integrated care delivery systems with comanagement between multiple providers. All preterm children require close follow-up in the community-based primary care setting. Some preterm children have further medical complexity and a high level of family-identified needs, requiring extensive system-based changes incorporating inpatient, outpatient, and community-based service providers.

In this article, we outline the reasons that children born preterm and discharged to home from the NICU setting should be considered a priority population for health care system redesign. Existing guidelines and manuscripts addressing postneonatal care have tended to focus on tertiary care–based medical management, emphasizing neonatology and specialty follow-up, with limited focus on clinical management in outpatient care settings, particularly primary care.

To our knowledge, no previous work provides a broader health systems perspective that integrates multiple facets of postneonatal care that are aligned with health care reform initiatives. Such a perspective can help inform policy decisions relevant to population health and payment initiatives relevant to accountable care.

PUBLIC HEALTH AND ECONOMIC IMPACT OF PRETERM INFANTS AFTER NICU DISCHARGE

Prematurity is estimated by the Institute of Medicine to cost more than $26 billion to the US health care system each year, with the majority of these costs being from the inpatient setting. Approximately 6% of preterm children are born under 28 weeks and are thus at the highest risk for medical complications. Much of this cost results from care provided in the NICU setting, but significant utilization and costs continue to be incurred after discharge. Children born prematurely typically remain in the NICU until they achieve physiologic stability, usually around a postgestational age of 36 to 37 weeks or 2000 g, along with adequate weight gain. Preterm infants then require frequent outpatient visits and prescription medication use, with one study finding a rate of 20 outpatient visits in the first year, most of them in the primary care setting. Common medical issues that may require additional specialty care include bronchopulmonary dysplasia, gastroesophageal reflux, retinopathy of prematurity, and neurodevelopmental problems. Contemporary NICU care has resulted in more children discharged from the hospital with assistive devices such as gastrostomy tubes and tracheostomies. These myriad service needs may cause substantial stress for parents, particularly in the presence of chronic conditions and neurodevelopmental disabilities. Children born prematurely are at risk for behavioral disorders such as attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, autism spectrum disorder, and a range of behavioral disorders such as anxiety and mood disorders. The effects of prematurity may persist well into adolescence and adulthood, with prematurity associated with adult hypertension, obesity, lipidemia, insulin resistance, and a range of psychiatric disorders.

Little research exists on what costs and utilization may be preventable with optimal management of preterm infants after NICU discharge. However, excess hospitalizations do occur compared with term children, particularly in the first 2 years after discharge. The rate of hospital readmission of preterm infants during the first year of life ranges from 15% to 23%, with extremely low birth weight (ELBW) infants having readmission rates approaching 50%. Pulmonary disease is the predominant cause for rehospitalization, with other causes including surgical, infectious, and growth and nutrition. Male ELBW infants and those with prolonged NICU stay for pulmonary reasons, a history of necrotizing enterocolitis stage II, ventriculoperitoneal shunts, and/or a prolonged oxygen requirement need tend to be at the highest risk for readmission, with 66% of ELBW infants with hospital stays <120 days for pulmonary reasons being rehospitalized in the first year. Late preterm infants, defined as 33 to 36 weeks’ gestation, are hospitalized at a greater rate than term infants, driving overall costs that are 3 times as high as term infants after discharge. The greater number of late preterm infants, as compared with those born under 33 weeks, results in the greatest overall cost burden to the health care system. Additional societal costs of preterm infants include the cost of early intervention, special education, and lost employment.

Given excess hospitalizations, outpatient visits, and short- and long-term societal costs after NICU discharge, it is plausible that growth, health, and development of preterm children in the short and long term may be enhanced by improved delivery of care. In addition, post-NICU discharge costs and encounters in the short term may be altered, and long-term trajectories of adult health may be affected. Optimal achievement of health and development for preterm children entails appropriate growth, timely management of acute and chronic conditions, prevention of medical...
complications, timely developmental screening and intervention, proactive recognition and management of behavioral disorders, and support for families as needed. The need for care coordination, chronic care self-management, and community-based care suggests a broad systems approach, beginning with the primary care setting. We suggest the use of chronic care management and practice transformation frameworks to address the needs of NICU graduates.

Preterm newborns, like all children, should receive routine health supervision visits based in the primary care–based medical home. These health supervision visits provide the first line of care that optimizes growth and development, yet preterm infants are at risk for not receiving all recommended preventive care.

There is also little research on what constitutes effective delivery of preventive care of the NICU graduate from the primary care setting. Articles focusing on primary care management have largely been published before more recent advances in NICU care such as increased use of sildenafil for persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn. Guidelines generally focus on topics of clinical care management but typically do not discuss how to ensure effective delivery of recommended care and from which setting care may be delivered. Many primary care physicians report that their practices are not designed to optimally manage the spectrum of care needs of children with medical complexity. Reasons for discomfort include lack of time, lack of clinical expertise and comfort with the care of the child born prematurely, inadequate payments, insufficient personnel training in meeting family psychosocial needs, and a lack of communication skills across care settings.

**CHRONIC CARE AND PRACTICE TRANSFORMATION FRAMEWORKS GUIDE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM REDISEIGN BASED IN THE PRIMARY CARE–BASED MEDICAL HOME**

Health care system redesign for NICU graduates is based on a population health approach. Such an approach designates NICU graduates as a priority population and develops interdisciplinary teams based on the entirety of prematurity instead of individual encounters and problems. Chronic care management frameworks, such as the Chronic Care Model, define the components of effective care delivery for children with chronic care needs; these components also apply to NICU graduates. The primary care physician may oversee much of this care as the director of the medical home of the child. Components of chronic care delivery may include decision support and clinical expertise, linkages with community resources, self-management support for patients and families, and medical practice transformation that use clinical information systems. For the NICU graduate, decision-making support such as care protocols and bidirectional communication with a consulting tertiary care–based center may be necessary to support effective management from the primary care setting.

Effective management of NICU graduates may also entail practice transformation, which supports systematic changes in organization and processes within the primary care practice to support population health management. Four essential drivers for practice transformation include (1) a culture of quality improvement (QI); (2) delivery of family-centered care, with parents as partners in the QI process; (3) team-based care; and (4) provision of care coordination. Care coordination emphasizes reciprocal and bidirectional communication among all providers and families, and care coordination and planning should address the patient’s and family’s need for services, support, and information. Streamlining services and minimizing the direct care burden through direct family support and system-level approaches may reduce caregiver stress, improve family well-being, and enhance collaboration between families and providers. However, provision of care coordination and transformation of a practice can also entail significant disruption to practice organization and care delivery. Practices require engaged, visible leadership and an explicit strategy for process improvement when improving care of the NICU graduate.

Figure 1 shows the proposed framework for caring for the NICU graduate that are aligned with the Chronic Care Model and practice transformation. Highlights include the following:

- **Culture of quality improvement.** Leadership may publicly emphasize the importance of appropriate care of the NICU graduate and stepwise improvements in care delivery informed by data. Patient registry, workflow process mapping, care protocols, and use of data for process and outcomes improvement should be emphasized.
- **Patient registry.** Preterm infants should be identified and tracked from NICU discharge by the primary care practice. The resulting patient registry can be used for QI purposes, including creation of patient data to measure outcomes and inform changes, and acuity scoring, identifying patients with greater need for intensive case management based on medical or social complexity.
- **Clinical care protocol.** Care may be standardized among providers to take advantage of decision-making
support. The protocol should be evidence- or guideline-based when available, with outcomes used for QI data purposes.

- **Designated care team.** Each preterm infant should have a designated physician who provides continuity of care, and a practice staff member such as a nurse who acts as a key contact and/or provides care coordination.

- **Decision-making support.** Each care team should have appropriate access to a consulting neonatologist and/or tertiary care service such as a high-risk follow-up program who may provide expertise and guidance as needed, particularly for aspects of clinical management such as oxygen support, feeding management, and developmental surveillance.

- **Family-centered care.** Practitioners should be versed in the principles of partnership and the culture of family-centered care, including shared-decision making, self-management, and utilizing families as partners in the QI team process.

### CLINICAL DECISION-MAKING AND PRACTICE SUPPORT

While Bright Futures is the standard of preventive care for all children, there are no consensus-based clinical care guidelines for primary care specific to preterm infants. Care protocols and decision support tools may be developed within practices using available evidence or guidelines. The initial visit should occur as soon as possible after discharge, preferably within 72 hours. Monthly, or even more frequent, visits may initially be appropriate to establish continuity of care, relationship building, and chronic care management from the primary care setting while assisting the family with all health and emotional concerns as the transition from NICU to home is completed.

Clinical judgment to maintain adequate weight gain and health remains the standard in many situations. For this reason, care is best delivered with close working relationships between primary and tertiary care. The primary care physician can oversee the overall care management, such as ensuring adequate growth at 20 to 25 g per day after discharge as the goal, with tracking of weight, length, head circumference, and weight/length ratio to ensure a gradual return to normal growth velocity. All children should be offered breast milk when possible, supplemented with postdischarge preterm formula if needed, or provided transitional preterm formulas until up to 12 months chronologic age. Multivitamin with iron should be considered for all preterm infants, particularly for breastfed infants or preterm infants at risk for anemia. Feeding aversion and reflux are common and should be diagnosed with a high index of suspicion and managed accordingly. If the child is on supplemental oxygen, weaning should be done in consultation with a neonatologist or pulmonologist. Indications for monthly screening laboratories include anemia at discharge, poor growth, or diuretic therapy.

Many graduates of the NICU will have referrals made to specialists upon discharge. Common subspecialty involvement may include ophthalmology for follow-up of retinopathy of prematurity; pulmonary or neonatology for chronic lung disease and oxygen use; gastroenterology for feeding difficulties; and developmental pediatrics, neurology, and/or neurosurgery for neurologic conditions. Some graduates of the NICU may be referred to high-risk newborn follow-up services for medical management and developmental follow-up. Most such services typically do not provide round-the-clock care or preventive care consistent with the medical home model and in those cases should be used as a consultative service to the primary care setting. Routine developmental assessments should be performed for very low and low birth weight infants and appropriate referrals made and verified. Comanagement with a lead primary care physician with a common care plan and bidirectional support model is necessary.

---

**FIGURE 1**

Conceptual framework of effective care delivery for preterm infants in the primary care setting based on Chronic Care Model and Practice Transformation model of care.
communication with specialty colleagues should be the standard, unless otherwise agreed on with the close involvement of a high-risk newborn follow-up service.

SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION AND ALIGNMENT WITH HEALTH CARE REFORM

The health care reform environment may be increasingly conducive to system transformation that encourages additional management of preterm infants from the primary care setting. The Affordable Care Act of 2009 proposed support for testing innovative models of care that target high resource utilizers in the primary care setting. The US Department of Health and Human Services is focusing interventions on patients with multiple chronic conditions, emphasizing health system changes, self-management, clinical practice guidelines, and research in this population. Payment reforms, clinical practice guidelines, and outcomes research have the potential to transform the care of the preterm infant after NICU discharge.

Clinical leaders may choose to focus on the care of preterm infants within the practice setting for reasons including population health management and quality improvement. Population management of preterm infants requires a registry that has prospectively identified eligible infants for tracking, monitoring, and dedicated resources if warranted. Existing algorithms to identify children at high risk depend on the existence of claims histories that are used to develop risk strata. Claims histories from the previous year do not exist for the child <1 year of age. Instead of being automatically identified and entered, children who are born preterm may need to be entered manually into a population registry at the practice level. An alternative is to implement statewide tracking of preterm infants upon discharge from the NICU. Consideration should be made to identify different risk strata within preterm infants, such as weight, gestational age, and additional medical or social complications.

New payment models may enable primary care practices to earn prospective payments for chronic care management and practice management. With prospective care coordination payments, resources may be allocated to develop the care teams with a designated member to act as a care coordinator, track data, provide direct patient education, develop and maintain a care plan with the family, and screen for family well-being and stressors while addressing caregiver support needs. Such staffing and education may extend to other children with chronic health conditions. Electronic health care plans that can be updated regularly may be implemented in coordination with family input.

Accountable care organizations may play an increasing role in care delivery and financing. Care delivery models may include care coordination, case management, and home visiting services that address social determinants of health and complement the medical management of the primary care service. Children born prematurely and discharged from the NICU may be inherently difficult to assign to a delivery risk stratum due to their lack of long-term claims history and the fact that much of their initial cost is incurred in the hospital setting. Nonetheless, the potential for cost reduction is significant with the relatively high hospitalization rates for certain children and the complexity of health care services that many preterm infants require. Quality measures may include preventive, acute, and chronic care, addressing physical assessment, nutrition, communication between providers, developmental screening, and psychosocial evaluations. A financial incentive for shared savings for practices, if available, would come from reduction of preventable emergency department or inpatient admissions.

FUTURE QUESTIONS FOR RESEARCH

Federal health care priorities, chronic care models, and payment reforms are increasingly supportive of chronic care management in the primary care setting. The epidemiology, high health service need and cost, and potentially preventable encounters characteristic of many children born prematurely make this group of patients an important target for population research. Additional research must be done to help support comprehensive management of such children through the primary care setting.

Consensus and evidence-based primary care management guidelines will be helpful for clinicians, administrators, and policymakers alike. Although individual needs of NICU graduates vary considerably, all need a certain level of population management with a common set of care goals. Sample research questions and clarification include the length of time to feed preterm formula, which children might benefit from automatic developmental evaluation and enrollment in Early Intervention programs, and the appropriate visit frequency to primary care settings in addition to existing Bright Futures guidelines. The optimal growth pattern should strike a balance between sufficient nutrition to promote lung and brain development and excess feeding that might put a child at risk for obesity and cardiovascular disease. Consensus guidelines would facilitate further development of quality measures for accountable care organizations and encourage practices to adhere to a set pattern of care delivery.
The mechanisms for improved care and clinical outcomes should be better elucidated. Aspects of care that lack consistent guidelines include visit frequency, duration of premature formula, monitoring laboratories such as hemoglobin and alkaline phosphatase, hearing screening, oxygen weaning, and developmental screening referral or frequency. Desired clinical outcomes include appropriate weight gain, timely development, reduced family stress, and avoidance of emergency department and hospital use. It is currently unclear what type of care interventions, such as provider education, community linkages, a dedicated care coordinator, round-the-clock access to a knowledge clinical service, or a supportive consulting tertiary care center service will reliably result in optimal outcomes.57,58 The ideal frequency of primary care visits and type of visits, as well as what is managed in such visits, is also unknown, along with important staff roles. Some potentially avoidable health care encounters may be mitigated by improved growth and nutrition, others by improved self-management taught at preventive care visits, and still others by intensive management by a care coordinator or home visitor based out of a primary care practice, a tertiary care center, an accountable care organization, or other model. With limited resources, choices will be made as to which interventions to support.

Finally, the potential for savings through improved chronic care management for this population is not well defined. The threshold for hospital admission is likely understandably lower for children born prematurely, so it is unclear what types of admissions may be avoidable with better home care, nutrition, or timely intervention. These figures are important to understand for accountable care organizations seeking a return on investment. More difficult to answer is the lifetime return on investment made by improved care in the postneonatal period for children at risk.59

CONCLUSIONS
Children who are born prematurely continue to incur high resource use and costs in the first 2 years after discharge from the NICU. These characteristics make such children an appropriate group for population health management and system redesign. Improvements in health and development, and reduction in costs, may occur with chronic care management and practice transformation in the primary care setting. Population management, registry enrollment, tracking, and care coordination in the primary care outpatient setting should be offered to all children born prematurely and graduate from the NICU, but particularly those at highest risk for hospitalization. Future research should address the potential for savings and return on investment in the outpatient setting, clinical tracking measures, and appropriate clinical consensus guidelines for care in the primary care setting.

ABBREVIATIONS
ELBW: extremely low birth weight
QI: quality improvement
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